
Movian - Bug #2782
Movian restarts
09/04/2015 07:26 AM - r ms

Status: Fixed Start date: 09/04/2015
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 5.0
Found in version: 4.99.150 Platform: PS3
Description

I can't play a movie from the yts.re plugin for more than 15 minutes without my PS3 kicking me back to the main menu.
And sometimes while scrolling through the navi-x plugin I my PS3 gets me back to the main menu but claims it has an error on the
hard drive and proceeds to check it.

Related issues:
Duplicates Bug # 2754: TCP [ERROR]:Pipe problems with torrents Rejected 07/10/2015

History
#1 - 09/04/2015 08:58 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

I need to see logfiles from when this happens to figure out more.

Please see [[logging]] wiki page

#2 - 09/04/2015 08:59 AM - Andreas Smas
- Duplicates Bug #2754: TCP [ERROR]:Pipe problems with torrents added

#3 - 09/04/2015 09:45 AM - r ms

Andreas Öman wrote:

I need to see logfiles from when this happens to figure out more.

Please see [[logging]] wiki page

Hi, right after I posted I downloaded the latest stable release from here, since I'm using a custom DNS I wasn't able to update through the app, so I
overwrote what I had and now the problem with torrents is gone.

I will check back later to see if there are still issues with the Navi-X scrolling and if there are, will proceed to post the log.

Thanks!

#4 - 11/12/2015 11:53 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
- Target version set to 5.0
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
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No feedback.
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